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Prion Diseases

Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs):

� represent a novel paradigm of infectious disease based on misfolding

of a self-protein into a pathological, infectious conformation.

�are progressive and fatal neurodegenerative diseases.
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�are progressive and fatal neurodegenerative diseases.



A Novel Form of Infectious Disease

The infectivity of prion diseases likely resides in the misfolding of a normal 

cellular protein (PrPC) into a pathological, infectious conformation (PrPSc). 

Propagation of TSEs is believed to occur through the ability of PrPSc to 

promote misfolding of PrPC in an autocatalytic process. 
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Who Gets Prion Diseases?

Livestock Animals:

�Cattle (bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE))

�Sheep (scrapie)

�Elk and Deer (chronic wasting disease (CWD))

Humans:
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Humans:

�Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD)

�Classical, Familial, Variant, Iatronogenic

�Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker syndrome (GSS)

�Fatal familial insomnia (FFI)

�Kuru



The UK BSE Outbreak

�1986, First confirmed case in United Kingdom (UK).

�1988, UK bans meat and bone meal from ruminants in cattle feed.

�At the peak of the crisis 1,000 new cases of BSE reported weekly.
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�At the peak of the crisis 1,000 new cases of BSE reported weekly.

�BSE was diagnosed in ~200,000 cattle from the UK, millions likely 

entered the food supply undetected.  



BSE as a Zoonotic Disease

�The number of people who contracted vCJD from consuming infected 

beef is quite low numbering in the hundreds.

�This highlights the low efficiency of transmission from cattle to humans 

via the oral route.
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�There may, however, be many more asymptomatic carriers.

�TSEs typically show more efficient transmission within, rather than 

across species; “species barrier”.



Any other “Mad” Animals out there?

�Chronic wasting disease of North American cervids (elk and deer) is 

currently the most prominent and threatening TSE of food animals.

�CWD was first characterized  in Colorado in the 1960s and recognized 

as a TSE in 1978. 
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�CWD has now been detected in free ranging cervids in numerous areas 

of the United States as well as Saskatchewan and Alberta. 

�The rapid spread of CWD in the wild indicates this is a highly 

contagious TSE.



Is CWD an Indirect Zoonotic Threat?

Could CWD-infected cervids represent a reservoir for disease 

transmission to livestock cattle? 

� The close ecological and phylogenetic relationship of elk and deer to 

cattle supports this potential.
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� Cattle orally inoculated with CWD, as well as cattle housed with a CWD 

confirmed mule deer, do not contract a TSE.  

� Cattle cerebrally inoculated with CWD material do develop a TSE. 

� In the wild, there may be greater opportunity to overcome species 

barriers through intermediate species which link cervids to cattle. 



Is CWD a Zoonotic Threat?

�No definitive evidence that CWD can be transmitted to humans.

�CWD is transmissible to squirrel monkeys but not mice expressing 

human PRNP.

�Occurrence of CJD in three young deer hunters is consistent with 
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�Occurrence of CJD in three young deer hunters is consistent with 

CWD transmission but  neuropathology of these victims was not 

consistent with vCJD or CWD.

�Low transmissibility, long latency periods and low rates of human 

consumption of cervids may mask the zoonotic potential of CWD. 



Treatment and Therapies of Prion Diseases
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Treatment and Therapies of Prion Diseases

None.
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Why is it so difficult to treat/prevent TSEs?

�The unique biology of prion diseases presents considerable 

challenges to development of therapeutic strategies.

�Unlike conventional infections, where self versus non-self is the 

appropriate perspective, prion diseases are conceptually closer to 

cancer in which immunological self and non-self are intertwined. 
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cancer in which immunological self and non-self are intertwined. 



Treatment and Therapies

What will success look like?

Humans – to delay the onset of clinical symptoms for the 

natural lifetime of the patient would be a considerable success.

Animals- to prolong the peripheral amplification stage, 
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Animals- to prolong the peripheral amplification stage, 

thereby giving greater opportunity for the animal to spread the 

disease, would be counterproductive.



TSE Immunotherapy 

Antibodies to PrP may:

� impair the interaction between PrPC and PrPSc

�alter PrP trafficking to limit conversion of PrPC to PrPSc

�prolong the stage of peripheral amplification by depletingPrPC.

The central obstacles to immunotherapy of prion diseases are:
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The central obstacles to immunotherapy of prion diseases are:

� difficulties associated with induction of robust immune responses 

against self proteins. 

�deleterious consequences which may emerge as a consequence 

of immune responses to a widely expressed self protein.



PrPSc Specific Immunotherapy

� A research team led by Neil Cashman identified a cryptic epitope

(YYR) which is exposed in the conversion of PrPC to PrPSc.

�Antibodies against the YYR immunoprecipitate PrPSc from prion-

infected animal and human brains but not uninfected brains. 
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�YYR is highly conserved across species making this a highly attractive 

vaccine target.



The Challenge:

Transform the YYR epitope into a PrPSc-specific prion vaccine.

The Obstacles:

1) Induction of a robust immune response to a weakly

immunogenic self epitope.
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2) Induction of conformation-specific immune responses.



Genetically detoxified Mannheima haemolytica leukotoxin A (LktA) 

retains binding to leukocytes and antigen-presenting cells.

Recombinant LktA fusion protein expressed in E. coli and purified 

in mg to gm quantities.

Vaccine Carrier and Production System
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in mg to gm quantities.

LktA chimera formulated with a commercial adjuvant induces 

sustained antibody responses to peptide hormones (i.e GnRH).



Lkt-YYR Generates Strong Responses Against Lkt but not YYR
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Sheep (n=3) immunized with 200 µg of the LKT-SN1 in 30% Emulsigen-D. Immunizations 
performed on a 6 week interval and antibodies determined through peptide ELISAs to SN1 peptide.



Construct Epitope Presentation

ββββ2(YYR)L YYR (                )4

ββββ2(YYR)I YYR (                       )4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)L VYYRP (               ) 4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)I VYYRP (                      )4

ββββ2(2+YYR+2)L QVYYRPV   (                )4

Expansion of the YYR Epitope
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ββββ2(2+YYR+2)I QVYYRPV (                       )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)L NQVYYRP (                )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)I NQVYYRP (                       )4
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ββββ2(2+YYR+2)I QVYYRPV (                       )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)L NQVYYRP (                )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)I NQVYYRP (                       )4
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ββββ2(2+YYR+2)I QVYYRPV (                       )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)L NQVYYRP (                )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)I NQVYYRP (                       )4



Construct Epitope Presentation

ββββ2(YYR)L YYR (                )4

ββββ2(YYR)I YYR (                       )4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)L VYYRP (               ) 4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)I VYYRP (                      )4

ββββ2(2+YYR+2)L QVYYRPV   (                )4

Immunogenicity of the Expanded Epitopes
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ββββ2(2+YYR+2)I QVYYRPV (                       )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)L NQVYYRP (                )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)I NQVYYRP (                       )4

Sheep (n = 7) were immunized with 50 µg of the indicated construct in 30% Emulsigen-D. 

Three immunizations at 6-week intervals. Represents median titers for each constructs.



Construct Epitope

ββββ2(YYR)L YYR (                )4

ββββ2(YYR)I YYR (                       )4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)L VYYRP (               ) 4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)I VYYRP (                      )4

ββββ2(2+YYR+2)L QVYYRPV   (                )4

Further Expansion of the YYR Epitope
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ββββ2(2+YYR+2)I QVYYRPV (                       )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)L NQVYYRP (                )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)I NQVYYRP (                       )4

ββββ2(2+YYR+9)I QVYYRPVDQYSNQN (                       )4

αααα1(2+YYR+2)I DRYYREN (                       )4



Construct Epitope

ββββ2(YYR)L YYR (                )4

ββββ2(YYR)I YYR (                       )4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)L VYYRP (               ) 4

ββββ2(1+YYR+1)I VYYRP (                      )4

ββββ2(2+YYR+2)L QVYYRPV   (                )4

Immunogenicity of the Further Expanded Epitopes
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ββββ2(2+YYR+2)I QVYYRPV (                       )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)L NQVYYRP (                )4

ββββ2(3+YYR+1)I NQVYYRP (                       )4

ββββ2(2+YYR+9)I QVYYRPVDQYSNQN (                       )4

Sheep (n = 7) were immunized with 50 µg of the indicated construct in 30% Emulsigen-D. 

Three immunizations at 6-week intervals. Represents median titers for each constructs.



Immunogenicity of the Expanded Epitopes

Peptide specific titres induced by β2(2+YYR+9)I 

significantly (P<0.01) higher than other constructs. 
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Sheep (n = 7) were immunized with 50 µg of the indicated construct in 30% Emulsigen-D. Three 

immunizations at 6-week intervals. Panel K shows median titers for each construct at week 16.



PrPC and PrPSc Specificity
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Antibodies conjugated to magnetic beads were used in immunoprecipitation assays with brain homogenates of

uninfected (WT) and scrapie-infected mice (RML). Magnetic beads alone, or magnetic beads coated with serum

from naive sheep, serve as negative controls while beads coated with 6D11, a commercially available monoclonal

antibody which binds both PrPC and PrPSc, serves as a positive control.



PrPC Reactivity of α-helix 1 and β-sheet 2 YYR Epitopes
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Sheep (n=7) immunized with 50 µg of either β2(2+YYR+9)I or α1(2+YYR+2)I in 30% Emulsigen-D at 6 week 
intervals. Serum from the sheep with the highest epitope-specific titres following three immunizations was evaluated 
for reactivity with PrPC.



Epitope-Specific Serum, CSF and Mucosal Antibody Titres

Significant correlation between serum and 
CSF antibody titres (r2=0.95, p<0.0052).

No correlation between serum and mucosal 
antibody titres (r2=0.52, p<0.16).
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Sheep (n=5) immunized with 50 µg β2(2+YYR+9)I in
30% Emulsigen-D at 6 week intervals as well as week 21.
Samples were collected at week 23.

antibody titres (r2=0.52, p<0.16).



�Induction of robust PrPSc specific immune responses.

�Vaccine production and delivery platform established with a liscenced

adjuvant.

�Rules identified for misfolded protein epitope design which optimize 

antibody responses and retain specificity.

Conclusions
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antibody responses and retain specificity.

�Future questions:

�Efficacy of selected epitope (β2(2+YYR+9)L).

�Monovalent versus polyvalent epitope vaccine. 

�Injectable versus oral vaccine delivery.

�Other protein misfolding diseases.
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Questions?
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Mouse Challenge Trial

Based on the criteria of immunogenicity and specificity the β2(2+YYR+9)I

vaccine was selected for a challenge trial.

Six groups of C57Bl/6 mice (n=10); 3 groups received β2(2+YYR+9)I vaccine, 3

groups received Lkt control vaccine. Three different challenge doses.
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Day 0

Dec 29/09

Immunization

Day 28

Jan 26/10

Boost

Day 70

March 09/10

Boost

Day 42

Feb 09/10

Challenge


